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1) Introduction

Much work has been devoted during the last ten years to study spin-excitations

in nuclei, by charge exchange (p,n) and recently (n,p) reactions or by inelastic

scattering as (p,p') (e,e') or (y,y')/1/>/2/.

Charge exchange reactions must obey the Ikeda sum rule S_ - S = 3(N - Z). The

Gamow-Teller (G T) strength observed in (p,n) reactions, except for very light nu-

clei, ranges from 0.7 to 0.5 of what is expected from the sum rule ; this discre-

pancy is referred to as a quenching. The uncertainty for heavy nuclei comes from

the continuum which underlies the resonance.
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Many effects have been suggested to explain this quenching, among them, the role

of Д isobars, configuration mixing and ground stafce correlations.

In inelastic scattering there is no sum rule, the quenching is defined as the

ratio of the experimental to the theoretically predicted cross sections summed over

the same excitation range :

Q = I (dc/dfi)
exp

E.

(da/dfi)
theor.

Q is then model dependent.



For the electromagnetic interaction, due to the value of the gyromagnetic factors,

only isovector transitions can be excited by spin as well as by orbital interaction :

В(Ml)+ = |< n(g
&
 £+ggs|0 >|

2. In (p,p') scattering, isoscalar as well as isovector

spin-flip transitions can be excited but for the same configurations, the cross sec-

tions are in the ratio of (V /V )* ~ O.1/3/ at 200 MeV
<J Ox

In this talk the results obtained by (p.p1) at Orsay on a heavy nucleus 90Zr,

a medium-heavy nucleus 1*8Ca,will be recalled ; data on even-even nuclei of the s-d

shell will be discussed in more detail, very preliminary data obtained at Saturne

on the main I = 1 and T = 0 states in 23Si, at 200, 400, 600 MeV with a polarized

beam will be given.

90Zr2) A heavy nucleus :

In such a heavy nucleus, the LZ = 0 spin-flip excitation appears as a large reso-

nance, 1.5 MeV wide, with some structures ;it is superposed on a continuum partly ex-

perimental -partly physical. The experimental continuum can be subtracted.

The cross section given for the resonance

assumes that the physical continuum drawn in

Fig. 2 c) is not due to àH = 0 spin-flip transi-

tions.

Spin transfer measurements have been perfor-

med for 90Zr/'*' ; they show spin-flip strength at

energies higher than the energy of the G T reso-

nance, but they do not allow to assign an I value

to this strength.

To extract the quenching factor, the measured

cross sections were compared with predictions

from different models. A (p,h) shell-model cal-

culation with 9 or 10 neutrons on the orbital

g9/2' ' and an RPA calculation' give
F-cg. 2 : Spuctrm ' ' *" '
QJLaJbtlcaZJLu
at 6 = 4°

Q = 0.35 ± 0.6. Vdovin et al. / 7 / have performed

calculations based on a quasi particle phonon
a.) uiAXh thz backg/wund b) bkapz .
Ob the. background c) a£tzA back- m o d e l which includes pairing interaction between
ground iubtnaction. The. dottzd protons and neutrons. Q, which equals 0.32 for
CUAVU art two ton-ôtô far thz
continuum. . a p u r e vvg7/2, gs/2 ) transition, raises to

0-48 in a TDA calculation and to 0-64 in a RPA

calculation. When accounting in an approximate way of two phonon states, 20 7. of

the strength is shifted off to higher excitation energies and then Q = 0-79 for the

resonance. This model predicts a small resonance at 11.5 MeV due to a ïï(g7/2.

transition ; it is indicated by an arrow on Fig. 2 c.
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There is no theoretical calculations for the continuum underlying the resonance.

The example of
 9 0
Zr shows for a heavy nucleus the uncertainty coming from the

physical continuum, and the sensitivity of Q to configuration mixing and the coupling

to (2p, 2h) excitations.

3) A medium-heavy nucleus **
8
Ca

'*
8
Ca is the best example for a AZ = 0 spin-flip excitation ; a large v(f s/

2
 ,f 7/г"

1
)

transition is expected ; it has effectively been observed by (e,e') scattering at

Darmstadt'
8
', and by (p,p') at Orsay'

9
'. Its energy is 10.22 MeV. The continuum in

the region of the resonance is very low at forward angles : the ratio peak/continuum

is about 40 (see Fig. 3 a) ; five small peaks indicated by arrows are possibly Г

states and totalize less than 12 % of the strength of the 10.22 MeV state. The ana- •

logue T state in the
 lt8
Ca(p,n)

 4 8
Sc reaction is also known

 x
 ; it is located at

an energy of 16.8 MeV, superposed on a large continuum (see Fig. 3 b).
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For a pure neutron transition, the electromagnetic B(M1) value and (p,n) cross

sections can be computed from the (p,p') data/
3
/. One get B(M1) = 3.8 ± 0.4 uj* to be

/ 8 /compared with B(M1) = 3.9 ± 0.3 . The 16.8 MeV peak in Ref. 10 exhausts 30 %

of the expected value for the T G T strength when no continuum is included in the

peak.

In a full (Of - 1p) shell model calculation/
11
/ the wave function for the 1

state is mainly given by the configuration :

|1 + > = 0.891 v(fs/
2
, fy/a"

1
) > + 0.11 v(f

7
/

2
, fs/2"

1
)

With such a model the quenching is Q = 0-33. In the model of Muto and Horie/
12
/

the quenching is 0.35, both agree with the (p,n) results!.



Adding the strength of the other 1 states, and with sophisticated calculations

Q = 0.44 can be reached'
3
'. In Ref. 14, Towner shows that beyond the effects of

configuration mixing, a great part of the still non explained quenching for B(M1)

comes from second order core polarisation, and only some percents from isobar exci-

tation.

For the (p,n) reaction'
15
', most of the remaining quenching is due to (2p - 2h)

excitations, only small discrepancies in the resonance region may come from (A,h)

admixture. Such calculations have not been performed for (p,p') scattering. From the

experimental results, it is clear that below 18 MeV, there is not a large continuum

spin-flip strength.

4) Even-even s-d shell nuclei

There is a special interest for studying the Д£ = О spin-flip transitions in these

nuclei :

a) complete shell model calculations have been performed'
16
' and a systematic

of S decay gives Q about 0.6

b) in the region of the s-d shell there is a discrepancy between the quenching

measured recently by (p,n) which is about 0.6 and Q from electromagnetic scat-

tering'
17
'''

18
' which range between 0.8 and 1 (see table)

c) for N = Z nuclei, except for states with very similar energies, there is no

mixture between 1 T = 0 and T = 1 states
i

d) the spin-flip strength B(a) can be extracted from the (p,p') cross sections.

By comparing В(a) with B(M1) measured by (e,e
f
) or (y.Y

1
)» the orbital

strength В(SL) can be extracted for each individual level :

B(M1) =[/~B(cr) ± /~BU)]
Z

and the ratio B(£)/B(a) can be compared with predictions from different

models.

e) the 1 strength is expected to be concentrated on well separated states.

There will be no instrumental background due to elastic scattering. As the

giant electric dipole and quadrupole resonances are located at higher energies,

the continuum underlying the 1 peaks will be low.

We have studied the 1 + spin-flip states in 1 8 0 , 2 0Ne, 22Ne, 2"*Mg, 26Mg, 28Si and
3 2S. The results are published in Ref. 19 , 20 , 21 . Preliminary results on 28Si

were given in Ref. 22, but due to the strong inhomogeneity of the target thickness,

the cross sections were underestimated.

The absolute cross sections for 2uMg, 28Si and 32S were measured with different

target thicknesses at Orsay and at TRIUMF, they agree within a few percents. The

energy resolution was 50 keV for 2"Mg, 26Mg and 28Si and about 70 keV for 32S and

the gas oxygen and neon targets at small angles.



As an example of d ) , the strong 1 T = 1 state located at 11.25 MeV in the very

deformed 20Ne nucleus will be discussed. From (y,Y') experiments'l7' B(M1) =2.02 u2.,

the predicted value'16' is 1-96 JJ2„ • B(a) extracted from our (p,p') data is

0.49 ± 0.06 u2 in agreement with Ref. 16. This state is mainly excited through

orbital interaction. Other 1 T = 1 states, located at low energies have been pre-

dicted in non closed shell and very deformed nuclei. They are mainly or uniquely

excited by orbital interaction ; they have been detected experimentally : these

states are sometimes called scissors-mode states 23 .

To illustrate point e), the inelastic (p,p') spectra measured at 6 = 3° on 2ttMg,

+ LM
26Mg, 2aSi and 32S are given in Fig. 4 ; the 1 T = 1 states are indicated by arrows

+
and for N = Z nuclei the 1 , T = 0 states are indicated by stars. In each spectrum

there is a strong 1 state, its angular distribution agrees with theoretical predic-

tions (Fig. 5a).

1 T = 0 states can be found only in N = Z nuclei ; angular distributions allow

generally to assign the value of the isospin. The angular distributions for three

T = 0 states are given in Fig. 5b. The 9.83 MeV state in 2"*Mg has an admixture of

T = 1 coming from the close 9.97 ifeV T = 1 state, it is excited by electromagnetic

interaction but its angular distribution is that of a I " 0 spin-flip state. The 1 ,

T = 0 state at 9.50 MeV in 2aSi cannot be separated experimentally from a 2 state

at 9.48 MeV. The way the analysis of these states can be performed will be discuss-

ed at the end of the paper. The state at 9.93 ïteV in 32S is a £ood example to

test the shape of а Д5. = 0, ДТ = 0, AS = 1 angular distribution.

We shall now concentrate on the quenching fcr the LI = 0, spin-flip AT = 0 and

ДТ = 1 strength extracted from (p,p') experiments. For the ДТ = 1 strength, the

results will be compared with B(M1) quenchings, and G-T quenchings extracted from

(p,n) experiments. As the spreading of the strength over different states is extre-

mely sensitive to the model, only strengths integrated over an excitation energy

interval will be discussed.

Three ingredients play a role for calculating Q, in (p,p
!
) experiments.

a) the model : It has been shown in the case of
 9 0
Zr that Q changes from 0.32 to

0.79 for different model calculations. For a nucleus of the s-d shell different

shell model descriptions of the spin-flip states constructed from the same unified

formulation of Ref. 16 can give differences of 10 % on the integrated spin-flip

cross section .

b) the optical potential used

c) the interaction.

The calculations were performed with the code DW81
 2 5

 and the effective interac-

tion of Franey and Love
 2 S

 at 210 MeV. (The effect of the optical potentials and'

of different interactions will be discussed on a particular example in section 5).
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In table I are given, the quenching factors for the even-even s-d shell nuclei,

measured in different experiments. For (Y»Y') the excitation energy is limited by

the particle emission threshold ; the theoretical strength covers the same range

in energy.

Table I : Spin-flip, Д£ = О quenching factors

for the total 1 strength in even-even (s-d) shell nuclei

Nucleus

" 0

Ne

2 ' S i

" S

(p.p1) Orsay (p,p*) TRIUMF (e .e 1 )

1 + 0.35

1.0 + 0.1

0.73 + 0.Ù7

1.13 + 0.1 0.80 + 0.1

0.74 + 0.1

+0.0

1.04 + 0.19

1.1 + 0.1

(0.87 b)
0.79 + 0.1 (0.96 -0.1 0.78 + 0.06 0.94 + 0.10

(p.n)

0.67

1.08 + 0.24

0.87 + 0.12

0.92 + 0.07 0.57

1.06 + 0.17 0.87 + 0.1 0.60 + 0.09

(п,рГ

0.66 + 0.06

The references for the values obtained in different reactions are given in Ref.

19 , 20 , 2» . a) Ref. 2 p. 691 ; b) Ref. 24.

In the s-d shell the quenching for the spin-flip strength В(a) is compatible with

the same mean value of 0.9 +0.1 as the В (Ml). This means that meson exchange

current contributions are small for these nuclei in agreement with Ref. 27.

The mean quenching factor for (p»n) reactions is 0.6. The difference between

the results obtained in charge exchange and in inelastic scattering reactions needs

to be explained.

In Fig. 6 are plotted as a function of A the quenching factors measured in our

(p,p') experiments at 200 MeV.
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5) Effect of the' optical potential and the N-M interaction on the quenching factors

The ratio (da/dfi) /(da/dfi) , for a given state will be called R. In ref. 24
exp theor

 +

it has been shown that while, as expected,for the 1 1*1 11.45 MeV state in
 2 8

Si,

R can be considered as energy independent between 200 and 400 MeV, in a (p,p') reac-

tion for the 9.50 1 T=0 state R increases from 0.46 to 0.72 in the same energy

range•

We have measured the cross sections and analyzing powers Ay for the T=0 and

T=1 states in
 2 8
Si at 200, 400, 600 and 800 MeV with the polarized proton beam of

Saturne. Only the results obtained at 200 and 400 MeV will be discussed. As the

9.50 MeV state cannot be separated from a 2 , T=0 state located at 9.48 MeV, to help

the analysis, the cross sections and Ay of a cluster of 2 states at 7.38 and

7.42 MeV were measured in the same experiment- It was assumed that the state at

9.48 MeV has the same angular distribution,Ay and energy dependence as the cluster

at 7.4 MeV. A fit of the angular distribution of the states excited near 9.5 MeV

was performed as a sum of a 1 T=0 and a 2 T=0 state. At the angle where the

normalisation of the theoretical curves was performed,4° to 5° at 200 MeV, 4" at

400 MeVjthe cross sections of the 2 state are respectively 5 % and 25 % of the

experimental cross sections(see fig- 7).
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a) Effect of the optical potential

At 200 MeV different optical potential parameter sets were used in the

calculation, the one used in the first experiment on 28Si гг
 called pot C, the set

extrapolated from the Schwandt parametrisation
 2 8
 and the one of Ref. 24 called pot

H. The results obtained with the last two sets agree within 5 % at forward angles.

For both the 1 T=0 and T=1 states pot С gives cross sections larger by 25 % than

pot H. At 400 cfev the only set available is the one from Ref. 24.



b) Effect of the interaction

JzJ-All the calculations use pot H

Two different types of calculations were performed- The first one is done wiih

the code DW 81
 2 5

 and the parametrized Franey and Love interaction
 2
 . The second

one is done with this code RESEDA
 2 9

 which uses the t matrix in the q space calculat-

ed directly from the N-N phase shifts. Different ensemble of phase shifts where
ii it

used, those of Arndt et al.
 3 0 /

, Bystricky et al.
 3 1

 and those extracted from the

taris potential'
 3
 '.

A 200 MeV the three calculations performed with the code RESEDA give the same

results (within 5 %) for the T=0 as well as the T=1 1 state- At 400 MeV only the

Arndt and Bystricky phase shifts are available. Again the results agree within 5 %

As the model of Ref. 16 underevaluates the strength for the 11.45 MeV T=1 state, R

is larger than 1 ; R=1.8 + 0.15 at 200 MeV and 2.0+0.2 at 400 MeV. For the 1
+
,

T=0 state at 9.50 MeV the R given by RESEDA at 200 and 400 MeV are respectively

0.95 + 0.1 and 1.05 + 0.1 .

For the calculations performed with RESEDA for both the T=0 and the T=1 spin-flip

states in
 2 B

Si, R is not energy dependent-

For the calculations performed with DW 81 and the Franey and Love interaction

the angular distributions differ from the experimental ones ; the normalisation has

been performed at 5°. R for the 1 , T=1 state are respectively 1.50 and 1.55 at

200 and 400 MeV. For the 1
+
, T=0 state R=0-65 +0.07 at 200 MeV and 0.94 + 0.1 at

400 MeV. There is a strong increase of R as a function of the energy-

The asymmetries Ay obtained with the code RESEDA and DW 81 agree for the 1 ,

T=1 state at 200 and 400 MeV, and for the T=0 state at 400 MeV ; they are quite

different for the T=0 state at 200 MeV.

In table II are given the R factors obtained with different optical potentials

and different interactions for the T=0 and T=1 spin-flip states at 200 and 400 MeV.

Table II : Normalizing factors R

Pot

pot

pot

pot

pot

State

С

H

С

H

Int

RESEDA

RESEDA

DW 81

DW 81

9

200

0.75

0.95

0.50

0.65

.50 MeV

MeV

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0.

1

1

1

07

T=0

400

1.05

0.94

MeV

+ 0.

+ 0.

1

1

11

200

1.35

1.8

1.15

1.50

•45 MeV

MeV

+ 0.1

+ 0.15

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

T =

400

2.0

1.55

1

MeV

+ 0.2

+ 0.15



As a conclusion of part 5, before advocating the role of matter density on the

spin-flip ДТ=О transitions, the difference between the results obtained with RESEDA

and with DW 81 and the Eraney and Love interaction for the 1 , T=0 state at 200 MeV

has to be understood.

In summary, a great part of thp discrepancies between the (p
5
n) data and the

(p,p') results for the s-d shell, the apparent change as a function of the energy of

the normalisation factor R for the spin-flip ДТ=О state in
 2 8
Si may be explained by

the use of different optical potentials, different interactions or different codes to

perform the theoretical calculations•
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